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QUESTION 1

You are planning to upgrade your SAP ECC 6.07 system running on a single codepage (SCP) to SAP ECC 6.08. What
is the recommended option to perform this upgrade? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. Perform the upgrade to SAP ECC 6.08 before the Unicode conversion. 

B. Combine the upgrade and the Unicode conversion using the Twin Upgrade andUnicode Conversion (TU andUC)
procedure. 

C. Perform the Unicode conversion before the upgrade to SAP ECC 6.08. 

D. Combine the upgrade and the Unicode conversion using the Combined Upgrade andUnicode Conversion (CU
andUC) procedure. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You are performing an upgrade of an SAP ECC development system with SUM. What is the earliest point when the
upgrade is considered complete and you can allow all dialog users to log on to the system? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. After the SUM roadmap step "Execution" is finished and before "Postprocessing" 

B. During the SUM roadmap step "Postprocessing", after the post procedure steps are complete 

C. During the SUM roadmap step "Postprocessing", in parallel with post procedure steps 

D. After the SUM roadmap step "Postprocessing" and post procedure steps are finished 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What can you achieve by setting the SUM parameter "migration_only" to 1 in parameter file SAPup_add.par? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. An upgrade of the software components is performed, without changing the database type. 

B. A change of the database type is performed, without changing the software components. 
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C. An SAP S/4HANA conversion is performed, without adapting the customer data. 

D. A migration of the SAP system to a new hardware is performed, without performing an SAP S/4HANA conversion. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

SUM was registered at the SAP Host Agent. Based on which information does the SAP Host Agent determine the path
to the SUM directory. 

A. The path was stored in file host_profile during registration 

B. The path was stored to the environment of user adm during registration 

C. The path is taken from the URL entered in the browser to start SUM 

D. The path was stored in file sumabap conf during registration 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which steps should be performed during the adjustment of dictionary objects (SPDD) in the development system,
before SUM continues? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. Create "modified* versions of the objects that you need to adjust 

B. Release the transport request containing the modification adjustment 

C. Assign the transport request as a modification adjustment transport 

D. Manually activate the adjusted dictionary objects 

Correct Answer: AC 
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